Points to Remember
When Working on Your Photo Page
(Developed by Lisa McCutcheon, 4-H Educator, Licking County revised by Allen Auck and Ann Mumaw)

• Choose 4-8 photos that represent your entire tenure within 4-H project work. Choose a few from your younger years, and a few that are recent. Just be sure that the photos that you choose relate DIRECTLY to the project area that you are applying to receive recognition.

• You want the judge to be able to see the photos clearly, and color is best if possible. You can either have reprints made, or simply have color copies made of original photos. Also remember to trim photos when appropriate.

• Short captions should describe the photo. Detail helps the judge to understand the breadth of your project involvement.

• There are obviously a number of ways that are appropriate to arrange photos on the photo page. Just be sure that they are displayed neatly, in color, with labels, are easy to see (not too dark, too bright, or blurry), and that they relate only to your 4-H project work.

• The purpose of this page is to show your growth and accomplishments through your 4-H Youth Development program.